
JRDB Appendix

#1. IDM (Stands for Index Memory)

 These are the figures by which the total ability of a horse is measured by a Speed rating and "Memory"(The last 
race's track condition,condition of the horse on the day of the race, etc).
 We also check objectively on the condition of the horse and horse equipment which are done by our paddock staff, 
who are at the same spot every time at the paddock.
 So, the horse race is not just "Time", but we think "Memory" is just as important. This is our main theory.

*IDM(Index- Speed rating /Memory)

Base Time The Base Time of different tracks, conditions, and distance
Track Difference Turf and Dirt conditions(Fast, Wet tracks)
Jockey's weight Various jockey's weight depending on races
The Last race Bad gate, interference, dropping of hooves, how it won, etc...
Where it raced On the rail, inside, in the middle, outside, wide out, etc...
Pace of the race Pace of the last race, the first 3 furlongs/5 furlongs, the last 3F/5F

#2. The hoof
 

 We differentiate the sizes of hooves of each horse in 4 basic categories. They are Big, Medium, Small, and Thin.
We also have 3 basic categories for the shapes of the hooves. They are High, Normal, and Shallow. If a horse is 
classified as "Medium-Shallow", that means the horse's hoof is medium sized and shallow.In a wet or rough turf, 
high hooves have an advantage over shallow hoofs. Although on the dirt, this is not so.

#3. Ability on wet track

 These marks ( ◎,○,△) show the ability of a horse in wet tracks by its records and the hooves.

1st 2nd 3rd 
◎ ◎  ○ ◎ - Likes wet condition
◎  ○  ○ ○ - Normal

 ○  ○ △ △ - Does not run well in wet tracks
 ○  ○  ○ 

 These marks are indicated according to the track (turf or dirt) on which a horse will be running. Even though a horse
 does not have a wet track record, we can check its ability on wet conditions by the shapes of its hooves.

#4. Favorable distance

　This shows the most favorable distance of a horse

Such as: ・Sprint ・Mile ・Mid-Distance ・Long-Distance

#5. Basic Odds

 The total average of odds (Win and Show) calculated from Kansai and Kanto racing forms(Kansai 6 forms and 
Kanto 8 forms).

#6. Class
 We divide horses into different classes by its abilities.

Ex.
・Turf OPA ・Turf OPB ・Turf OPC

#7. How it will run today

 This will indicate how a horse will run today judging on the appearance from the last race's paddock.

AA The horse is a sure winner
A The horse can battle for a win
B The same as the last race
C The horse might be a little tired from the last race
D The horse is in a bad shape
? The horse with not good breathing

Note.
These ratings can be affected by long lay-offs.
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#8. Workout arrows and ratings

 These arrows and ratings show workout evaluations of which we gather from various racing forms and are 
simplified by our own evaluation system.
 The 5 different arrows show conditions of horses by judging their workouts.

↑  In perfect condition
／ On the way up
→ The same
＼ On the way down
↓ In bad condition

Ex. Workout -10／

 The arrow is going up, but the rating is -10(- means negative). The arrow is calculated by information 
of various racing forms.The rating is calculated by a particular handicapper. Sometimes, an evaluation 
might be like this, but we urge you to focus on the arrows instead of the ratings on such evaluation.

#9. Stable arrows and ratings

 These arrows and ratings show reliabilities between various racing forms and stables which we simplify 
it into our own evaluation system.
 The 4 different arrows show the reliability of each stable on a particular horse.

↑ Ready for a win
／ Very high on its horse
→ So-So chance
＼ Also-run at best

Ex. Stable -10／

 The arrow is going up, but the rating is -10(- means negative). The arrow is calculated by information of 
various racing forms. The rating is calculated by a particular handicapper. Sometimes, an evaluation might 
be like this, but we urge you to focus on the arrows instead of the ratings on such evaluation.

#10. Jockey's place percentage

　This percentage shows how reliable an A jockey is with a B horse, thus makes it easier to evaluate 
if the jockey and the horse is well-matched or not.

#11. Racing position

PM  Pace Maker S Stretch Runner
FR Front Runner F Can run at any position

#12. Horse equipment

 These indicators mean a change in horse equipment from the last race and is a Potential Big Money 
horse equipment change.

no mark Snaffle Bit J Jaw Bit
Blinkers KN Kineton Noseband
Bandages L Japanese Lever Bit
Bridge Bar LN Lever Noseband
Bit Guard M Martingales
Billy Houghton Bit MT Mouth Tie
Bit Burr N Noseband
Chain Shank NO Norton Perfection Bit
Carve Bar NR New Equi Rocks
Cheek Snaffle Bit NS Neck Strap
Cheek Piece Ｏ Sure-Win Overcheck
Dee Cheek Snaffle Bit P Paddock Blinkers
Eggbutt Snaffle Bit PA Snaffle Bit Poti
Egg Bar Ｒ Ring Bit
Equi Rocks S Shadow Roll
Lip Chain ＳＬ Sliding Mouth Bit

GR Gene Riegle Bit SB Spoon Heel Bar
Chifney Anti-Rear Bit T Tongue Tie
Half Bar U Universal Bit
Hood 3 3-ring Snaffle Bit
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